
SEA SNIPE MODEL

Shown with Elevation “A”

A twist on one of  our most popular homes, the Sea Snipe

boasts several often requested changes, including a new sophisticated

exterior. This spacious ranch is accented by large curved windows,

and extra stonework, a detailed dormer and large graceful arches on

the front porch.

The open floor plan features a vaulted gourmet kitchen with

oak floors, lots of  counter space and a breakfast bar. The kitchen and

dining area flow seamlessly into the huge, vaulted great room with

fireplace.  This design allows for those in the kitchen to be included

in the family’s activities thus creating a wonderful environment for

relaxing or entertaining.  Another plus, is that all of  these living

spaces look into the landscaped backyard.

Two secondary first floor bedrooms are situated on the

opposite side of  the master suite for privacy.  Bedroom #2 is vaulted

and has a versatile design that allows it to be also utilized as an office

or formal dining room and includes a standard double french door.

Bedroom #3 soars with a tall cathedral ceiling and HUGE curved

windows.  The luxurious master suite in the Sea Snipe includes a

Jacuzzi tub, leaded glass window,  walk-in closet and his and her

vanities.  A delightful archway was added at the entrance to the sit-

down shower to add a touch of  elegance.

A large media room, or FROG is standard and includes a

dormer.  Curved windows shower the room with natural light, and

an optional FULL BATH makes this room also suitable as a fourth

bedroom.

Suburban Homes of  NC’s “Star-Tech” system with standard 6”

walls mean that your energy costs will be up to 66% less than other

new  homes. In fact, Energy Startm tests on a similar home have

indicated yearly heating/cooling costs of   only $390!  Ask us how!

Energy savings also means comfort and quiet. As always, we will

customize your home to make it perfect for YOU!

             Visit us on the web at

www.SuburbanHomesOfNC.Com
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*Note:  Artist Renderings.  See Actual Plans For Accurate Information*

SEA SNIPE MODEL

revised 11-2013

-Vaults in the

   Great Room,

Kitchen, Master Bedroom, Bedroom 2 and Bedroom 3

- Media Room over the garage

-2203 Square Feet

-Foot Print 50’ W x 55’6” D

-As shown with Standard 2 Car Garage

-Foot Print 58’ W x 55’6” D

-Optional 3 Car Garage


